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To Lakhania Dari: A Field Trip

Construction on new plot!

August 15: Independence Day
LSS celebrated Independence Day. The flag
was hosted by our chief guest Michael
Berger. Erika, Julie, Mr. Pierre and children enjoyed singing and dancing which
were presented by our students: vivid,
bright and colorful India. Happy, satisfied
and with sweet went everyone home.
________________________________

Medical checkup hostel girls
Vidhi, our newest hostel girls, did not feel
well and had a strange cough. The first x-ray
showed possibly TB. After that, all our girls
went for an x-ray and a blood test. We
were very happy that none of our girls had
TB. Purnima unfortunately had Typhoid.
She got a 3-days medical treatment in the
hospital and came healthy and happy back.
Mysteriously, after the bad story with a
happy ending, 3 girls wear glasses now!
Your star reporter is puzzled.

Work in Progress:
Demolishing old building

Upcoming Improvements:
To Lakhania Dari A Field Trip
A crowded bus road with the hostel girls, our
big supporters of the school and family friends
Michael, Erika, Julie, the big boys from Bal
Ashram and volunteers Margarita, Francisco
and many more to the waterfalls. The micro in
the bus was a big attraction for ours girls and
boys. The singing went on and on. Arrived at
the spot, we had to walk about two Km a very
rocky path. Asha had soon broken her slippers
and walked bare footed. She, a real daughter of
the village, liked it. Exhausted reached every
one the attractive spot: 3 beautiful and high
waterfalls came splashing down. Afterwards
we went to Asha’s family house in the village of
Murahua. Hostel girls performed many songs
and danced for villager schildren. It was a very
tiring, but wonderful day.

Sponsorship Corner

Anchal found a sponsor: Christy
“ Thank you so much for the updates on what is going on at Little

Stars School. I love to see the photos of the students, and the newsletter looks great! Right now I am starting my school year too! I am
teaching first grade here in the US in the southern state of Mississippi. I see that Anchal needs a sponsor and I would love to help out
in any way I can. Please let me know how much is needed to sponsor
her and how I can get the money to you. If someone has already
sponsored her, I can sponsor another student or hostel girl.
Take care and God Bless You!
Christy Ivie (volunteered in May 2008 at Little Stars)”

www.littlestarsschool.org
littlestarsaghor@yahoo.com

Boundary
New Gate
A well

We Thank our Volunteers:
Volunteers
Last months we had a lot of volunteers in
the house. Everyone added his special ability, what makes LSS an exciting place to be.
We thank very much: Stephanie, Brownwin, Eleanor, Amelia, Peter, Francesco and
Margherita.
_______________________________
English with a Dutch accent
Your star reporter has the very difficult task
to replace our senior star reporter Stephanie Abbott. Here flexibility and knowledge
in using the English language is well known.
She returned after 7 month to America.
Now you will read some Dutch-English.
Hopefully it will not prevent the awesome
communication. * Yours faithful Pierre
Satijn Volunteer LSS.

New well: 300 ft deep
Our neighbor opposite the street got a
new well. Unfortunately, he “took” all our
water. Our well was empty. Though we
had planned a new well, because our water
was sandy, we were taken by surprise.
Happily, with money already raised, we
could afford a new 300 ft deep one. Now
we have mineral water! Please come and
try our new treat!

